


1979
 

Beginning of
wholesale business.

1981
 

We start dealing
work and casual

clothing, along with
accessories.In the

same year we move
operations to
Centergross.

 

1985
 

Our clothes are
supplied to street

vendors, stores and
workers all around

Italy.
We successfully enter
businnes in countries
outside of Italy such

as: Netherlands,
Japan, France and

many others.

1998
 

We move over to a
bigger warehouse
more fitting of our

needs.

2005
 

First iteration of our
website and

customization of work
clothes.

2020
 

We open our online
store, dedicated to
stores, businesses

and stress vendors.

IN SHORT...



Growing in time thanks to our experience, and
constant updating, we provide high quality
workclothes to businesses with an alert and
competent service.

Our products whiare customizable as per our clients'
needs, are present on  national and international
markets.

Our items range include also fashionable and casual
wear to grant our clients excellent quality considering
current market trends.

HISTORY



OUR FIELDS OF OPERATION

 

FASHION -
WORKWEAR -

CUSTOMIZATION -
TAILOR-MADE PRODUCTIONS-

 



FASHION
 

Since day one our company has always tried its best to
provide their clients with high quality clothing,
preferrably made in Italy.

This philosophy has accompanied us for more than 40
years, providing our clientele stylish italian clothing, at
the top of Italian fashion, recognized and praised
worldwide.

Fashion is key to us, and we have always satisfied every
tipe of customer: from the more elegant to the
sportier kind.



WORKWEAR

In the years we have decided to expand as much as
possible.

Beginning as a small store in the center of Bologna, we
now own two warehouses inside Italy's biggest fashion
epicenter: Centergross.

We have also developed our workwear segment with
research for new goals and missions.

Over the last years our catalogue has expanded
greatly, thanks to collaborations with big companies
within the workwear sector, like Payper, Jrc, Rossini
and many others.

We have also developed from solely providing
workwear to providing a customization service for
workwear to our clients, giving accessibility to
printing and/or embroidering logos or any kind of
drawing or words.



With grwoing demand from our clients for
customization of neutral clothing that we
supply, we have introduced services like  silk-
screen printing, hot stamping and embroidering
which we utilize very often and that allow us to
satisfy the evergrowing need of making unique
items.

Our company does not only operate in the field
of printing and embroideries, but also in those of:
signage, decorations on vehicles or shop
windows, exhibition stands,flashing signs, or
creation of adhesive tags in pvc, polyester,
aluminum or paper;
prints and engravings on glass, metal, plexiglass
and paper.

CUSTOMIZATIONS

HOT PRINT

EMBROIDERY

SERIGRAPHY
 



Since the start of our business we have faced peculiar demands, from
modelling to coloring, to rarer types of fabric.

This demand has brought us to collaborating with italian laboratories, each
one specific to its textile sector.

We can manufacture on demand: jackets, sweaters, polo shirts, t-shirts
and other fashion articles and accesories, which are customizable in their
color and size, with possibility to add details such as striped sleeve ends, or
buttons and clips.

Lastly, for bigger companies or those who need bigger productions we have
a direct channel with an external supplier with minimum order quantities
of 1000/1500 articles of clothing per model.

Other than producing high quality clothing we can also customize the
packaging of your selected clothing.

TAILOR MADE MANUFACTURING



OUR CLIENTS



WHERE TO
FIND US

 

 

40050 FUNO - CENTERGROSS- BOLOGNA
 

VIA DEGLI OREFICI, 166 - BLOCCO 35
 

PHONE +39 051-6646882
 FAX +39 051-863405

E-MAIL: info@erressegi.it

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Erressegi+srl+Produzione+ingrosso+abbigliamento+Bologna/@44.5890997,11.3803772,15z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x705b3556ba10bc5b!8m2!3d44.5890997!4d11.3803772


VISIT OUR WEBSITE
www.erressegi.it

FOLLOW  US  ON

https://www.facebook.com/ingrosso.abbigliamento/

